
Kata applications and analysis is the fifth book written by A.J. van Dijk. 
Inspired by his Sensei K. Sakagami, P. May, N. Nukina and K. Yokoyama 
Sensei, he continues his in depth study of Karate, digging deeper into the 
Waza. The past couple of years AJ Sensei focused on Tanren, training his 
body to improve his internal skill. He used Kihon and Kata as a tool to 
improve the quality of his Seichusen and the development of internal muscles 
and organs. To connect the improvements to applications, AJ Sensei used the 
Kumite gata as taught by K. Sakagami and P. May Sensei and studied Meotode 
from K. Yokoyama Sensei. All of that training lead to a deeper understanding 
of the use of his body, as well as higher quality of the applications of Kata, 
Meotode in more depth and the actual execution. 

This book shows the improvements of his technical knowledge and physical 
ability and his vision of Kata movements and applications. To note, some of 
the applications are directly from either of his Sensei or born out of the result 
of their instruction. 

The 15 explanations of the selected keypoints of Pinan gata and the 60 
applications found in this book are a combination of AJ Sensei's own training, 
studies and preferences and the influence of his peers. 
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Introduction
Dear reader,

Thank you for purchasing “Kata applications and analysis”. I sincerely hope that 
this book will assist you in getting a deeper and better understanding of Kata. 
For this book I have decided to use the five Pinan gata to give you an idea of how 
Kata can be applied. It is not the techniques or applications that matter, but how 
you view Kata and from what perspectives you look at it. Hence, this is done as 
an example so that you can apply this way of thinking to all Kata movements. 
You can study individual movements, series of movements and the transition 
between the movements for example. That said, there could be other ways to 
view Kata, so please do not restrict yourself in your studies and training.

Thanks and credits
Usually thanks and credits are in the back of a book, but I feel that my Sensei have 
gone before me and are ahead of me. Also, they came first in teaching me and 
several applications that you see in this book I either directly learned from them 
or are a synthesis and application of what I learned from them. Therefore, I feel 
that it is more appropriate to start by thanking my Sensei who are always there 
to support me to develop myself as a person and of course to develop my Karate. 

Ishikawa, Sakagami, May, Nukina and Yokoyama Sensei all inspire me to  
develop my karate, so what you see is a combination of their influence 
and my own training, studies and preferences. In the end my Karate is a  
synthesis of my studies under the above mentioned sensei. Hence, I would  
like to credit all mentioned sensei and their efforts that have assisted me to  
reach my current level of knowledge and skill. To be clear, all applications in  
this book are either a result of their instruction or I made them myself. However,  
my understanding and interpretation of Karate is not only my own doing, as it is 
greatly influenced by my Sensei. 

Enjoy reading, analysing and above all training the Kata Ohyo!

Best regards,

A.J. van Dijk
General Secretary of FEW Federation European Wadokai
President & Chief Instructor of Wadokai Holland
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From Kata to Kumite
Analysis of Kata
As you perhaps know, after many many repetitions ones character will show 
through the kata as it becomes more and more alive. You may also be aware 
of the fact that most other styles use a different Kanji character for Kata than  
Ohtsuka sensei did. Wado uses 形 while other styles usually use 型. Although  
both characters share a similar part and both are pronounced “Kata”, the  
meaning is slightly different. This small difference however, makes a lot of  
difference. 型 is used when talking about a product that comes from a factory. 
Hence, all products that come from a factory are exactly the same, it is like mass 
production. There appears to be no room for change so it always has the same 
shape. A better translation of this Kanji is most probably mold or model. But, 
as techniques should be able to transform all the time and meet circumstance, 
if your opponent is taller or has a longer or shorter reach for example, you have 
to adjust the movement. This is one of the reasons that it appears to be more 
logical to use 形 to describe Wado Kata as this meets Wado philosophy quite 
closely. Usually Kata is translated as shape or form, which is fine, but our Kanji 
of Kata also means appearance. Therefore, you could say that for standard it may 
look this way, but for application in order to meet circumstance it might look 
that way. All the explanations and applications that are shown in this book are 
just moments in time, they are not set in stone. You may find that some of the 
techniques do not suit your physical or technical ability, the circumstance or 
even your character. Deepen your understanding of the Kata movement and 
ultimately improve your skill in applying them, as that is the final and most  
important step in Kata. Kata should generate freedom, not captivity.

The difference between Kaisetsu, Ohyo and Henka
From Kata you should move on to the standardised Kaisetsu followed by the 
more dynamic and realistic Ohyo to finally achieve such a level of freedom and 
ability that you can apply and change freely. This stage is called Henka. (Henka 
means variation)

Kaisetsu
Kaisetsu is a standardised way to display the Kata techniques with an  
opponent. This explanation uses almost the exact kata movement. Nevertheless, 
it shows the principles of the movement. The sets of principles contained and  
preserved in kata are explained with common sense, not with fantasy. Take the 
first movement of Pinan Nidan for example. 
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Otoshi uke is following the principle of kata, which is to learn how to use the 
gravity in a dropping manner. As otoshi uke is a dropping technique, this 
is shown as dropping on top or inside of the attack. This kaisetsu shows the  
principle, the study of dropping movement. 

Ohyo
After Kaisetsu, when you understand the principle of the technique, comes 
Ohyo. Kaisetsu is simply a tool to let you understand the meaning of the Kata 
movement by principle, not a tool to train you for a more real situation. Ohyo 
on the other hand is your personal interpretation of the principles. Hence, Ohyo 
is not fixed, but changes along with your level of skill. Ohyo is to be able to  
apply the principles in different situations. 

Continuing using Otoshi uke as an example, an Ohyo could be like this:

This movement clearly shows Otoshi uke being used as well as the dropping of 
the body. Ohyo means application, so you should be able to apply to any kind 
of attack. Therefore below an example in case the opponent takes hold of you.

The point is that you finally gain some understanding of how to apply the  
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principles and techniques contained in Kata to fighting. Really, if you do not 
know how to connect Kihon, Kata and Kumite, Kata will not be more than a 
display of athleticism. 

Henka
Henka is simply what you need to be able to do to function properly. Henka 
means variation and in this case it means that knowing the Kata is not enough, 
knowing the Kaisetsu is not enough, even knowing the Ohyo is not enough.  
Finally it is about application of your knowledge and skill under any given  
circumstance and managing to react properly under a change of circumstance. 
Hence, you have to be able to apply an Ohyo and change the Ohyo again as well 
on the spot. You need to have an answer on everything that comes at you, with 
your body! React subconsciously and use what you need to match circumstance.

Understanding with your mind through Kenkyu
The Dojo is your classroom. Karate therefore has to be seen as an education 
and it also has to be experienced in that way. Study and research, which is 
called Kenkyu, has to take place during your own training and also forms the  
preparation for your physical training.

Understanding with your body through Renshu and Keiko
To understand with your body simply means that you have to practice. Physical  
training can be split into Renshu and Keiko. Both are necessary for proper  
development and both ways of training have their place in the Dojo.

Renshu is militaristic almost compulsive repeating, which is good to develop 
feeling and experience. Nevertheless, training incorrectly time and time again 
does not give you the result that you are looking for. In fact, you will develop 
bad habits that might be very difficult to get rid of. Looking from a teaching  
perspective, this is called to automate. However, it is better and wiser to make 
sure that students get the movements right or good enough for their level, before  
students start to automate in order to prevent learning incorrect moving  
patterns. Learning the correct moving patterns happens by thinking as you 
train, by adjusting the pace of your training so that you have the opportunity  
to consciously pay attention to that part of the technique that has to be  
improved. Hence, training in a military fashion all the time is not feasible. 
And, apart from this physical approach with the adjusted pace, you need to be  
constantly thinking about the what? how? and why? of Wado. This is called  
Keiko. Keiko consists of two Kanji. Together they mean practice or training. 
The Kanji also have meanings separately from each other. One Kanji means to 
think and the other means old. Keiko suggests that we as a new person, from 
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the new generation in our present time aiming for the future, can learn from the  
knowledge and experience of those who came before us from previous  
generations. This study attitude is called Keiko and is expected and necessary to 
have if you want to develop yourself. Therefore, this method is basically a form 
of Kenkyu, but with your body. Like “Oh, Sensei did it like this way, he kept his 
elbow close to his body, lets try”. And then of course you have to practice it, but 
on a lower pace being mindful about the movement. 

“Practice makes perfect” is not true, if it means the development of bad habits 
and incorrect movements. Only “perfect practice makes perfect”. Therefore, you 
have to find the right balance between Kenkyu, Keiko and Renshu. All methods 
are valuable and compliment each other, but if you have one to the extreme you 
will be out of balance. Maybe you will “know” a lot of things, but your body 
does not do what you are saying. Or perhaps you have very good stamina and 
physical strength now, but do not possess quality of movement and your ability 
decreases rapidly with age. Of course there is no right or wrong and some things 
are personal preference. But if you want to develop as a Martial Artist, you have 
to understand IN YO or YIN YANG meaning that there is and should always be 
balance. 

Find balance in your training
The study of Kata (or Karate for that matter) by Kenkyu can be done from  
different perspectives. It first of all depends on your receptivity at this moment.  
What is interesting for you now at this point in time? Use that intrinsic  
motivation to study and research Kata from a certain perspective by your choice, 
train it through Keiko and Renshu and finally come back to the Kata with a 
deeper understanding of the movement. Now you can start all over studying a 
different movement from the same or perhaps a different perspective, therefore 
the study is a complete and never ending circle. It takes time and effort, but it is 
meaningful practice and offers you real knowledge and experience.

Different perspectives on Kata to create applications
You can study kata looking at it from the perspective of training your body, from 
a martial principles point of view, from a self defence point of view or from a  
scientific or physics point of view minding about gravity and so on. There are 
many ways to look at Kata and devise Ohyo, but for this book I limited myself 
to three things. 1) the training and use of your body (Tanren) and applications  
of the Kata movement or the principles dealing with 2) punches and kicks and 
3) grabs and holds. Throughout this book I will try to give you an idea of how
to connect these movements and what degree of flexibility they need to be
applicable.
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Pinan Shodan #1

Keypoints:
This series teaches the opening (Hiraku) and closing (Shimeru) the of body 
as well as dropping (Chinshin) and rising (Fushin). Furthermore, it is typical  
training for using both hands in harmony (Meotode).

Explanation:
The first movement deals with Chinshin. As you drop your body weight as one  
unity by using gravity assisted by unblocking/relaxing your knees (Hiza no 
nuki), open your upper body by internal muscle of the back and chest and open 
your lower body by internal muscle of the hips (Koshi) and legs. If done well, 
it creates a sharp movement of the body that generates a lot of energy. When 
done internally, you cannot really see anything clearly happen, but you can feel 
the result. On the other hand if done externally, you can see rocky, exaggerated 
and unnecessary  movements. Although both might generate the same amount 
of energy, in the final analysis the internal way is more economical and more  
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importantly more efficient. Especially if you do not have too much physical power 
to begin with, the internal way allows you to benefit more from your own body. 

The second movement is virtually the opposite of the first movement. Hence, 
the closing of the (upper) body is emphasised. You may ask yourself whether it 
is the body movement that follows the hands or the other way around. Of course  
these kata are relatively old and have undergone changes overtime. Also,  
Ohtsuka sensei altered the movement here and there to suit his Wado Karate. 
I can say that from a Wado perspective, it is always the hand movement that 
follows the body movement. In this case the hand techniques are an extension 
of the closing of the body. The body movement is always first, hand techniques 
(and stances for that matter) are secondary. As you close the upper body by 
squeezing your internal muscle (doing the opposite action with internal muscle  
of your back and chest) your lower body tends to weaken and destabilise.  
Counter this by pulling/opening your right leg backward with your leg and  
(internal) back muscles. Therefore, apart from learning how to create energy by 
closing your body and squeezing your centre line (Seichusen), this movement 
teaches you how (which muscles to use and how to use them) to prevent your  
lower body from collapsing and to distribute power equally throughout the 
whole body (Kinto). Hence, you always have to use and maintain your centre of 
gravity (Tanden). All movement in karate originates from Tanden. 

The third movement emphasises Fushin, the rising of the body. It is usually 
said that you have to drop your body to generate energy, but rising your body 
can also generate energy. In fact, movement itself generates energy and creates  
momentum. It is therefore important to study all different kinds of movements 
to see and most importantly feel how it generates energy and in what direction. 
Finally you have to be able to steer and guide the energy to create a sufficient 
block or strike. In the case of this series, the rising of your body is combined with 
the opening of your upper body like the dynamics of the first movement. You 
should transfer the energy and momentum that you generated with your body 
movement into the opponent through Tettsui uchi. Hence, although the body 
rises (think in terms of moving upwards, not in terms of withdrawing the left 
leg or moving to the right) the energy you generated must be directed through 
your arm into the opponent who is next to you instead of above you. Obviously 
there is a tendency of the energy to move up (or to the right if you can not do the 
movement properly) while it should be directed to the left into your opponent. 
This is something that you need to study with your body in order to control and 
learn how to use and how to train your body (Tanren).
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Pinan Shodan #1     Application #1 
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Pinan Shodan #1     Application #2 
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Pinan Shodan #1     Application #3 
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Pinan Shodan #1     Application #4 
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Pinan Shodan #2

Keypoints:
This series teaches opening of your body from a neutral position while applying 
Chinshin with emphasis on Hiza no nuki after floating the body from Tanden  
(Ukimi). The movement of the hands is again a training of Meotode and in 
this case the keypoint is generating energy using the above mentioned in  
combination with moving your arms in the opposite direction of your body.

Explanation:
First of all it is important to understand that the explanation of Shuto uke that 
you should hear depends on your level of skill. Maybe you benefit the most 
from a robotic approach telling you that you have to stretch the hands that 
just made Shuto uke on Seichusen, but it might also be the case that you learn 
more from the note that you have to lower you arm on Seichusen in a natural  
and relaxed manner. Because I do not know your level of skill nor way of  
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interpretation, I will try to make it as thorough as possible. At the same  
time, you have to realise that the above mentioned is another reason to  
choose 形 over 型. The movements from Kata, their meaning and application  
will change as you progress. Fixed applications do not allow you to progress too 
much within the technique (Waza). 

As you move from one Shuto uke to the other, your body should become  
Shomen in the process while your elbow should not stick out. Keep your elbow 
on Seichusen, but do it in a relaxed and natural manner, not forced or by tension. 
This is pretty simple to describe but quite difficult to do. If you have not reached 
this stage yet, at least stretch your arm and point in the intended direction as you 
move forward. As you move forward, ‘square up’ (become Shomen, facing the 
front) in the process and maintain that body position as long as possible before 
executing Shuto uke. While becoming Shomen, move your elbow over your arm 
so that the arm that is going to do Shuto uke will be on top. As you do this, you 
have to open your shoulder blades and bring them forward. This is a manner of 
closing the chest, but in a natural and relaxed manner. It is more or less similar to 
the second movement of Pinan Shodan, which is also highlighted in this book, 
but in that case it is a sharp movement that is supposed to generate energy. In 
this case, it is a preparation which is called Tame wo tsukuru, this is to store your  
power.

Now that you have compressed the right internal muscles, they are ready to fire. 
While you let’s say prepared the upper body, the lower body still was in Ukimi 
stage. Depending on your level of skill there will be more or less pressure on 
the supporting leg. Ideally your body weight should not be supported at all. The 
ideal of Ukimi is to lift up your body by your body and maintain that situation  
by correctly lifting your body (Koshi in particular) internally by breathing in 
and using the internal muscles surrounding the core of your body. At least apply 
Hiza no nuki as you start to move and keep your knees as relaxed and flexible as 
possible as you breathe in and raise the chest and Koshi from the inside during 
Ukimi stage.

When finally reaching the point of actually executing Shuto uke, your upper 
and lower body have to form one unity to collate all stored and about to be  
generated energy into Shuto uke. Your upper body should change from a closed 
to an open state rapidly as you end the Ukimi stage suddenly by applying  
Chinshin. Once you generate the energy with this kind of body movement,  
connect this through your arm and execute Shuto uke. Simply said, you have to 
twist your body to the left as you do Shuto uke to the right.
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Pinan Shodan #2     Application #1 
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Pinan Shodan #2     Application #2 
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Pinan Shodan #2     Application #3 
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Pinan Shodan #2     Application #4
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Pinan Shodan #3

Keypoints: 
This movement contains a lot of actions. As far is the body is concerned, the 
stance changes from Gyakuzuki to Junzuki dachi and the hands should relax to 
finally catch up with the body. The body also moves in the opposite direction of 
the hands. The hand movement contains a lot of finer points that do not occur 
too often in Kata. 

Explanation:
After Gyakuzuki, or actually the moment in time that you strike with full force 
(Kime), of course you have to relax instantly (Nukeru) leaving only the energy 
that is needed to maintain Kamae, this is the required energy that prevents your 
posture from collapsing. It is this required energy that you have to explore in 
order to improve this movement. Imagine going to a Japanese restaurant eating 
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with chopsticks (Hashi). When you are not accustomed to use Hashi you tend 
to hold them way to firm and even get cramps in your hand and fingers because 
of it. This is because you are using too much power, or energy, to hold the Hashi. 
This is similar to writing with a pen and suffering from pain in your hand. Point 
being is that you should just use enough strength to hold it and use it. Using less 
energy will make you drop the Hashi or does not allow you to have sufficient 
control while using too much energy will be a waste of your energy and usually 
not allow you to use them properly. 

Coming back to the actual movement, the posture of Gyakuzuki after Kime, 
which is actually Kamae, does not need as much energy as you probably think 
it needs. Try tro relax completely, use just enough energy to keep your arm up 
and maintain the posture. Now, as you take a step forward using your body 
(Ayumi ashi), maintain Shomen as you drop the last bit of energy from your arm  
(actually shoulder muscle) to let the arm drop by gravity. That said, use just 
enough energy to steer your right fist diagonally down to the left to prepare for 
Jodan uke. You do not need to get too scientific and know all the muscles that 
work or do not work, the point is that you drop the arm by using the gravity, 
avoiding the use of unnecessary muscular tension.

As the body is moving and you bring your right fist down towards left Koshi, 
the left hand is still pulled back (Hikite) due to Gyakuzuki. The Hikite is also in 
a state of required energy, so drop that last bit of energy (bicep muscle) in order 
to relax more. If you are relaxed it is easier to create speed and power. Another 
point to note is that you should move your body towards your arm, not move 
your arm towards your body, this in combination with the dropping of energy 
creates a relaxed arm that can be utilised well. Hence, when both arms have 
finally dropped using gravity in essentially the opposite direction of the body’s 
movement, they need to catch up with the body to complete the technique. 

As you complete Ayumi ashi, twist Koshi to the left as you execute Jodan uke 
to the right while bringing the left fist in front of the chest. Some call this  
technique Jodan uke and refer to the left fist as Kamae, others call this Morote 
uke. It is not necessary to argue or mind about that too much as long as you  
understand that this movement is primarily Meotode. Both arms have to work 
in harmony and assist each other. Whether it is to block and protect or to jam 
and unbalance, feel that this technique is done with two hands.
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Pinan Shodan #3     Application #1 
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Pinan Shodan #3     Application #2 
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Pinan Shodan #3     Application #3 
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Pinan Shodan #3     Application #4 
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Pinan Nidan #1

Keypoints: 
This series teaches Hiraku and Chinshin. Chinshin is emphasised by Otoshi 
uke. Hence, it follows the body movement. The upper as well as the lower body  
dynamic is similar to Pinan Shodan #1. As the hand movement is less difficult, 
you should especially emphasise opening your hip (Hiraki goshi) to connect the 
lower and upper body. 

Explanation:
As you start from Shizentai dachi your body is in a natural and relaxed state  
before doing Otoshi uke. As the first movement implies the use of Hiraku and 
Chinshin, your body needs to be prepared somehow. If you simply raise and 
finally drop your arm and step into mahanmi neko ashi dachi you will not 
be able to use your whole body. Movement generates energy, but slow or too 
big disconnected movement generates less energy than explosive connected  
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movements.  To create such an explosive connected movement you need to bring 
the body into such a state that it is assisted to explode in the first place. In this 
case, the assist is the crossing of the arms. This preparation just after Shizentai 
and just before the explosive movement allows you to generate the energy and 
benefit from your body movement. Bring the shoulders forward slightly as you 
cross the arms by bringing the left arm up and the right arm to the left in front of 
you. As you do this, breathe in and lift your centre internally. Now that you have 
prepared your body for action, drop your body drastically by Hiza no nuki into 
Neko ashi dachi as you do Otoshi uke. When you drop, attain the Neko ashi by 
opening the chest as you sharply close the shoulder blades. Use Hikite to assist 
this action. Once you reach a higher level of skill use the proper back muscles to 
close your shoulder blades. Finally it has to be a sharp internal movement that 
makes your shoulder blades close and move towards each other. 

The idea of opening the chest sharply has to be applied to the legs as well. The 
question is how to create a proper Mahanmi dachi. At first, at least make sure to 
open your legs consciously. Later on, let’s say you have to dig deeper feeling wise 
into the tissue of your leg muscles to find the right internal muscles (which are 
below the surface muscles which we call external muscles, the internal muscles  
are much closer to the bones, tendons and ligaments) to get a sharper and more 
efficient movement. Eventually you have to find the point of origin, which is 
Koshi. Not by reading that the ‘answer’ is Koshi, but by feeling and applying 
into your movement. The opening of your hip (Hiraki goshi) is the origin of the 
movement of the legs. Therefore, as you do Hiraki goshi sharply and connect 
this movement to the internal muscles of your legs, your legs will open sharply 
and suddenly which will create Kinto and generates more energy.

Apart from the power aspect, the preparation of the arms allows you to time 
Chinshin in relation to Otoshi uke. Although in Wado Otoshi uke is regarded 
to be an arm block and not a fist block per se, the energy finally leaves the arm 
through the fist as this is the most far away point from your centre that contacts 
the opponent. Think about the ripples that arise if you throw a stone in the water. 
The ripples start where the stone hits the water and than make their way away 
from the point of origin.

It is interesting to study how to generate power by Chinshin and connecting this 
to a technique. Otoshi uke is very practical although the stance might not be 
too practical. That is, if you mind about stance when your life is at stake it will  
probably get you killed. You have to study and understand why to use stances 
such as Mahanmi neko ashi dachi.
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Pinan Nidan #2

Keypoints: 
This series teaches Ayumi ashi while guarding Seichusen as you move with 
Seichusen to carry the momentum with your body transferring this into Jodan 
uke with special emphasis on the movement of the elbow.

Explanation:
Pinan Nidan is usually regarded as an easy Kata. Although the movements itself 
are not too complicated, it is one of the most difficult Kata to perform properly  
because the movements are so fundamental. For example, Gedan barai has 
to be executed with at least the following details: move with Seichusen using 
Ukimi, fist must follow body movement smoothly in one movement without  
unnecessary preparation, twist of Koshi must be done sharply from Seichusen 
(internal muscle) at the last split second as you apply Chinshin. Obviously, if you 
are really digging deep into the Waza there are a lot of things going on during 
such a simple looking movement. This kind of depth is of course for higher Dan 
grades, but nevertheless interesting and important to already try to understand 
and execute to the best of your ability. 
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This Gedan barai is excellent practice to learn how to generate power using your 
body. Usually in Wado, when it comes to application, we add body movement 
(Taisabaki) so a full power Gedan barai is not really necessary. That said, you 
need to be able to generate full power as you never know whether you might 
need it someday. As Sakagami sensei says, the big includes the small, but the 
small does not include the big. Considering applying this Gedan barai to  
fighting, you could add Taisabaki and incorporate Nagasu, Inasu and or Noru 
which ever suits the circumstance best at that time. Application #1 uses Nagasu 
and Inasu transforming Gedan barai into Harai uke.

Coming back to the Kata, do Ayumi ashi and lift your left arm with required 
energy from a Gedan to a Chudan kamae protecting Seichusen. Once you  
advance in level, try to lead with the fist instead of just keeping the fist in the 
centre of your body. Holding your left hand in front of you allows you to control 
Seichusen, maintain a distance between you and your opponent and perhaps 
control or jam his kamae or even push him away if circumstance requires this. 
It is not simply a step forward and Jodan uke. Try to let go of the idea that with 
both Gedan barai and Jodan uke the stance used matters. Gedan barai and Jodan  
uke are just the shapes that remain visible after all important things have  
happened. Therefore, during the transition as you do Ayumi ashi, the lead hand 
is supposed to be able to protect, but also to attack. If you had planned to defend  
with the lead hand, to react to a sudden change this can be considered a  
lively kata. Do not forget however, that circumstance might change and that the 
hand of defence suddenly needs to change into a hand of offence. This change or  
adaption within the movement is called Hente. 

When it finally comes to executing Jodan uke, it is important to pay attention 
to the movement of the elbow. Squeeze it and throw/push it in the intended  
direction. Furthermore, Jodan uke is not necessarily a block. In fact, the usual 
Ohyo used by Ohtsuka sensei is Tsuki uke, which is the second technique used 
in Application #1. Yokoyama sensei mentioned that Jodan uke maybe a block 
30% of the time, but the other 70% it is used for offence. Do not get a rigid 
mind about the 30/70 percentages that Yokoyama sensei mentioned, it is just 
an example to show you that Jodan uke may be used as it is in Kata, but that it 
is more likely to transform and also that it is better to use it to attack instead 
of having to defend yourself, which essentially means your attacker is one step 
ahead of you.
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Pinan Nidan #3

Keypoints: 
The Nukite series from Pinan Nidan focus on opening the body laying the  
fundament of Nagashizuki. Hence, its main practice is Taisabaki for Nagasu. 
The hand movement teaches moving through Seichusen as well as Inasu and for 
application also Noru. Furthermore, it allows you to study the movement of the 
shoulder more effectively.

Explanation:
This particular series of Pinan Nidan contains a lot of actions of which each 
single one cannot be overlooked. During this explanation however, I will  
highlight the movement of the arms and shoulder and connect this to generating 
speed and power from Seichusen as you move through Seichumen. The stages 
of Ukimi and Chinshin have been explained quite thoroughly before at other 
movements, so please read through those to get a deeper understanding of the 
complete process of this movement. 

First of all, considering that your body will be making a 180-degree turn, you 
should become Shomen halfway and wait until the last split second with opening  
your body. This means that as you move with Seichusen through Seichumen, 
you need to move in a straight line within your body. This line is not a straight 
line forward (Enbusen), I am referring to the feeling inside your body that must 
be straight. Your body has a tendency to move in an arc from the outside of the 
shoulder using a constant speed. This is not so good. Therefore, you have to 
consciously pull the right part of your body backwards as you move forward. 
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It is said to move with your whole body, but you also have to understand that the 
body is like a chain, made from a certain amount of shackles that are connected.  
Each shackle has to function optimally and compliment the bigger picture 
i.e. your whole body. Your body has to be united, but this does not mean that 
you should move as a brick. For this movement you should divide your body 
into left and right from Seichusen. Considering moving from left (Hidari)  
kamae, you do not need to pay too much attention on the left side of your body. 
The important point is to pull the right side of your body during Ukimi to create 
Tame wo tsukuru and allow your shoulder to move through Seichumen. 

The pulling of the right side of your body is done on lower level by pulling your 
right shoulder blade back. If you get the hang of it, try to do it in a smoother  
movement and time the speed of pulling back your shoulder to match the  
movement of your body. It should not be a visible pull back of the shoulder. 
Next to the timing issue, you should strive towards feeling the movement. This 
may sound woolly, but it is what you should strive towards. Feeling in Karate is 
referred to as Kimochi. If you can get the feeling of the pulling of the shoulder, 
you should dig deeper and make the mind-muscle connection with the muscles 
that actually make your shoulder move backwards. Focus on recruiting these 
muscles to work more towards internal muscle use. Finally, work towards using 
the internal muscles on the right side of your body and also work your way 
down all the way to the back muscles that lay behind your liver and kidneys  
(speaking about left as well as right side). Therefore, start with pulling your  
shoulder, dig deeper and finally engage the complete right side of your body to 
compress the internal muscle and create Tame wo tsukuru. Doing this allows 
your arms to move relaxed through and with Seichusen, you do not have to 
worry about preparing them or putting one on top of the other since this will 
occur naturally if you can manage to do the above. 

Move your body using the above mentioned mechanics as you keep your left 
hand virtually on the same spot. The meaning is that you do not force your arm 
robotically nor excessively to stay in the centre with a stiff shoulder and upper 
body. If that is the case it is most probably that you will engage the pectoral 
muscles (chest) too much further complicating the stiffness problem. If your 
body naturally uses the pectoral muscles it should be with required energy. To 
ensure this, you should relax the left shoulder socket almost with the feeling as if  
dropping your left shoulder slightly. Finally, open your body sharply by releasing 
the compression of the right side of the body and -using the chain action- let the 
shoulder accelerate through Seichumen to execute Nukite.
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Pinan Sandan #1

Keypoints: 
This series teaches you 
how to change direction 
quickly and efficiently 
as well as connecting a 
technique to the body 
movement. The series 
also allows you to study 
Meotode and shutting 
down of the arm from the 
shoulder in order to use 
gravity.

Explanation:
The first movement from Pinan Sandan is a turn to the left entering Shomen 
neko ashi dachi. It is usually said that Neko ashi derives its name from a cat 
that is about to jump. Neko means cat in Japanese. As a cat prepares to jump, he 
basically prepares his body to explode and generate a quick powerful and agile 
action. Neko ashi should therefore be a live movement ready to act. At least you 
have to be able to kick immediately. Hence, Neko ashi dachi implies a kick. A 
problem though is the mindfulness of the Neko ashi. During the movement you 
should not be thinking about unnecessary things like a raised heel, because you 
will inhibit your body movement or at least reduce the quality of it. If you move 
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with your body, your weight will be automatically more towards the back foot, 
creating the Neko ashi of the front foot. Neko ashi is the name of the resemblance  
of the shape, it does not imply anything about the dynamic of the movement. 

Of course the point is how the dynamic works that makes you end up in the 
Neko ashi. The first priority is turning to the left from Seichusen. If you simply 
turn your body slowly to the left, you will feel that your legs and knees become 
under a form of tension and stress. Stress builds up in especially the right knee, 
left knee, left thigh and left hipbone. I suppose it is not a coincidence that these 
are exactly the body parts that you should pay attention to, to make the turn 
sharp. If you turn your body to the left, apply Hiza no nuki in especially the right 
knee, drop and relax the left hip socket and you apply Chinshin from Seichusen  
to create a sharp turn and internal dropping action. Following this action,  
apply Meotode to both Hikite and Jodan uke and make sure to time the body  
movement and the movement of the hands correctly. Also correct timing does 
not mean starting or ending at the same time. It means that Meotode should 
become stronger, sharper, faster and heavier due to the timing, letting your arms 
become part of a connected movement of your whole body. In Kata you should 
do this movement on the spot, but for application you should move to the  
direction that is required due to circumstance. This Meotode shows one of its 
applications, that is to assist each other and follow up on each other leaving no 
gap in space or time (Suki).

To execute the second movement, as you close your feet into Heisoku dachi, 
you should drop your left arm to do gedan barai as you do Jodan soto uke at the 
same time. Bring your elbows together slightly, relax your left arm and shoulder  
muscles completely so that the gravity pulls your arm down. In Japanese this 
is called Ude (arm) or Kata (shoulder) no nuki. Your right arm should move 
with gravity and required energy. At the right moment, accelerate the movement 
and regain control over your arms, which you temporarily ceded to gravity,  
squeeze Seichusen and drop internally to generate power using your whole body.

This movement is also study of Meotode. However, this time the application 
of Meotode is using both hands simultaneously. Heisoku dachi is obviously  
considered an impractical stance. Nevertheless, Yokoyama sensei has an  
interested view on this, as he says that from this stance you can move in any 
direction very easily, like a car that is not in gear, to go into any gear takes only 
one step. Taking this concept into application makes it very interesting to test 
different stances and directions as well as dropping your body into stance from 
Heisoki dachi or perhaps Shizentai to train how to get out of grabs and holds.
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Pinan Sandan #2

Keypoints: 
The keypoint of this series is mainly about using your bodyweight to counter 
your opponnent. At the same time, the movement of the upper body can be used 
to study the returning wave principle (Nami gaeshi) and actually this counts 
for the weight shift of the lower body as well. The turn of the wrist up to the 
Tettsui uchi also incorporates a lot of actions that can be viewed from several  
perspectives. 

Explanation:
With a bit of thoughtfulness I am sure that you can come up with an application 
that deals with a punch or kick, but I feel that this series focuses mainly on what 
we call Goshin jutsu. Hence, it is supposed to deal with an opponent that takes 
hold of you. 
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In this book I usually connected the techniques in the applications, but you 
have to realise that this is also done for publishing purposes. You should be 
able to apply each technique independently. The first movement for example is  
telling me that you need to turn your wrist, use your body weight and turn your 
body in harmony in order to break free from the hold of the opponent or at 
least gain the advantage (it is not necessarily bad if the opponent is still holding 
you, in fact, this can sometimes give you more leverage over your opponent). 
When I am training and studying applications I am using these concepts and not  
necessarily the exact Kata movement. As you can see in Pinan Sandan #2  
Application #1, I am turning my wrist and using my body by shifting my 
weight and rotating to the left to break free and gain advantage. Although it is a  
different movement it is still working with the concepts from the Kata  
movement.

Nami gaeshi, which means returning wave, is a concept that is concerned with 
weight shifting and getting certain benefit from that. It could be to avoid and 
retaliate staying close to the opponent and it could also be a way to extract  
power from the build-up of momentum. The keypoint is to move backwards first 
while still leaning your upper body forward. The upper body should be brought 
back to a straight position at the last instant as you apply Chinshin and let the 
momentum continue through your arm into the opponent using Tettsui uchi. 

Looking from the perspective of interaction with an opponent, keep leaning  
forward to make sure that the opponent gets more control over you. Imagine the 
opponent taking hold of your hand or arm in the forward leaning position. In 
case the opponent pulls you, do not resist his power but follow his pull with your 
body. If you would return the upper body to a straight position immediately, 
this might be in favour of the opponent. Hence, keep leaning forward until the 
last split second as you follow the opponent’s movement. Then, return the upper 
body as you pull your right hand into Hikite position sharply (this is to break 
free) as you strike the opponent using Chudan tettsui uchi. 

You could also view the body movement (turning your back towards your  
opponent and turning around again) as one movement instead of two. These  
are all possibilities that you should not overlook. Sometimes you need to 
study movements separately and at other times you need to study them in  
combination. You can study Kata from many different perspectives. That said, 
study principles of movement, do not fool yourself with unrealistic fantasy and 
above all do not limit yourself to the exact Kata movement.
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Pinan Sandan #3

Keypoints: 
The keypoint of this movement is the training of Taisabaki. You have to open 
your body sharply from facing forward to facing sideways. Furthermore, you 
learn how to connect your arm to your body movement as well as delaying the 
movement of your arm.

Explanation:
From Kamae, you should move forward with your body from Tanden, so you 
have to push Koshi forward (start process of Ukimi) as you rotate your right 
wrist and pull your elbow back. Basically, if you do not know how to move 
from Tanden properly, this would be the method to use. Try to exaggerate the  
movement in the beginning of using this method. In fact, it should be visible 
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from the outside that you are pushing Koshi forward so that you create a small 
arc with your body leaving your head behind your movement for a fraction. 
Please bear in mind that Kata is a training method that should allow you to  
develop your Karate. For your own training you do not need to execute Kata in 
the way that other people would like to see it. That said, when advancing in level 
you might want to drop the pushing Koshi method for a while or at least study 
how to minimize that while still moving from Tanden with your whole body. 

Still in the process of Ukimi, as you move with Seichusen through Seichusen, 
which is formally called Seichumen (the connecting line of your Seichusen and 
your opponent’s Seichusen), try to keep the body Shomen as long as possible,  
similar to Pinan Nidan Nukite and Shuto uke. Finally, as you end Ukimi by 
Chinshin from Seichusen, squeeze Seichusen (rotate Koshi to the left) and let 
your body face to the left completely. The initial explosive movement generated 
from the inside happens first and lets the body move. Following the core of the 
body the chest and shoulder start to move. Think along the lines of the body  
moving in slow motion like the playback of a recording using a speed camera. 
The chain action that starts at the core and then follows through by chest and 
shoulder continues into the arm and in this case finally the tip of the elbow. 
From a Tanren point of view, rotating your wrist and pulling your elbow at the 
start of the movement, allow your arm to be more relaxed and finally to be a 
bit delayed so that it follows your body movement as described. Because Hiji 
uke is delayed, the energy generated is higher than when it would simply be  
attached to Koshi rotating together with the body at the exact same time. Do not 
take any information for granted and experiment for yourself. 

The stance used for this movement is Shiko dachi, which facilitates the  
rotational action and allows your body to become Mahanmi. Becoming  
Mahanmi implies avoiding an attack so this is a practice of Taisabaki and letting 
the attack pass your body (Kawasu). Hiji uke is a very interesting technique that 
I feel is very practical, especially in short range combat. Do not forget that you 
do not have to use the exact Kata movement for application. Try to understand 
the movement and apply the principles.

The applications that I chose for this movement are dealing with different ranges 
and therefore different appearances of Hiji uke. The applications also show the 
different meanings of Nagasu, the rotational body action and the delay of the 
arm (chain action) principle.
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Keypoints: 
Basically this movement from  
Pinan Yondan is identical to the first 
movement of Pinan Shodan as well 
as Pinan Nidan. The difference is 
the movement of the hands, which 
in this case allow you to study the 
use of the back of the hand and the  
fingertips.

Explanation:
Standing in Shizentai, your posture 
should be managed by required 
energy meaning that your body is 
supporting itself. You can divide 
your body into several sections, but 
for this explanation we will keep it 
down to three sections. The three 
sections are created by the knees 
(Hiza) and the waist (Koshi). The 
feeling when you stand should  
correspond with the idea that 
your upper body is sitting on your  
lower body. Hence, Koshi is the  

Pinan Yondan #1
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connection between your upper and lower body. The knees need to further  
support your body. 

The required energy is blocking or inhibiting your body from moving and must 
disappear on your command at any given time instantly. If you try to move from 
Tanden by pushing Koshi in any direction, tension and stress will build up in 
your legs. Although for this particular movement you should only drop straight 
down, the build up of tension in your legs means that your knee is the key to 
move. Therefore, you have to unblock the first stopper, which are the knees,  
because your knees prevent you from dropping your body. To solve this issue 
you should apply Hiza no nuki. 

You have to relax your knees (Hiza no nuki) to allow the gravity to pull your 
body down. Do not drop your body by bending your knee, do it by unblocking. 
You can check your Hiza no nuki using your Dogi. If your Dogi is a bit loose and 
you simply drop ten centimetres from Shizentai, your Dogi will fall onto your 
shoulders a fraction of a second later since your dropped faster than your Dogi, 
that is, if you unblocked your knees instantly. If you simply bend your legs, your 
leg muscles will activate more and create a slow movement. Unblock your knees 
instantly and drop your body drastically, so shut your knees down with the speed 
of the duration of the sound of snapping your fingers. If you have correct balance 
of Seichusen when your body is pulled by gravity, and, if you can squeeze your 
Seichusen as well as applying Ten Chi Jin then you can create Chinshin, which 
is therefore a technical method. It is not simply letting your body drop. Hiza 
no nuki is merely a helping aid and part of the dynamic. Ultimately, Hiza no 
nuki helps you to start moving smoothly and assist you in stopping your body  
suddenly. You do not have to worry about ‘turning your knees back on’. This  
happens naturally when they catch your body weight. 

So, applying Hiza no nuki lets your body drop automatically by gravity, but 
this is not enough. You still need to create power in Haishu uke. Now that you 
have dropped your body weight vertically out of Seichusen using Hiza no nuki, 
the energy that is provided by gravity should be transferred to your hand. The  
connection between the second and third section is controlled by Koshi, to 
which you have to apply Hiraki goshi. As this is close to your centre imagine the 
energy flows from here. Now using the sharp opening of your upper body, the 
arm comes into play, then the movement of the elbow followed by the forearm, 
wrist, back of the hand and finally the fingertips. This is the chain action from 
Haishu uke in Pinan Yondan, which allows you to study the movement of the 
fingertips. Do not make your hand rigid but flexible ready for extension.
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Pinan Yondan #2

Keypoints: 
This series, which is also featured 
in Kushanku, focuses on Taisabaki  
with Kirimodoshi and quick  
counterattacks using the hands and  
feet in combination. What is also  
interesting is the way Meotode is used 
to execute Tate uraken.

Explanation:
As you twist the body and execute  
Hirate uke, bring the left hand up in 
front of the forehead as kamae. The 
main practice of this movement is  
Taisabaki, hence the hand movement 
is secondary. Sakagami sensei refers 
to this hand movement as ‘Hosokute’ 

meaning that the hand is not the primary importance,  it is an insurance and 
it complements the body movement. Notice that these points creatre lively  
applications. Although Application #1 is a bit staged so that you can see 
both Hirate uke and the Meotode movement at work, it is a clear example of  
Taisabaki and positioning of the body in case of Maegeri coming at you. For 
those who study Tanto dori, this movement is also often used. The dynamic of 
the movement allows you to easily adapt to shorter or larger distance. Following  
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Hirate uke, counterattack using Maegeri. When you do Maegeri the upper  
body has a tendency to collapse too much forward (a little bit is natural), this 
is especially true for people that are not so flexible (especially short hamstrings 
or lower back muscles). To counter this problem, pull your shoulder blades  
together to create proper Seichusen. Of course, this is just a helping aid, but do 
whatever needs to be done to maintain Seichusen as you do Maegeri. The lifting 
of the leg itself is a characteristic movement and skill altogether. Basically you 
have to lift your leg with your core from the inside, more or less in a similar way 
as the technical method that creates Ukimi. This is of course extremely difficult 
and your brain tells you that you need your leg muscles to lift your leg, which is 
true. The point is that you have to relax your leg and lift it from your core. Many 
people lift from the foot, which makes your leg heavy and your movement slow. 
When you lift your knee, think in terms of up and not forward. If you use the 
‘up’ method you will see this relates to the cutting of the hip socket. At first you 
might lift your foot, then start thinking about lifting your knee from forward to 
up, finally arriving at Koshi dynamics and ultimately the internal muscles that 
should lift the leg. Of course you need the leg muscles, but with required energy 
and as helping muscles to facilitate the movement of the core muscles. Training 
in such a manner will create quality and allows you to do and kick quickly and 
swiftly instantly in accordance to the situation. That said, finally it is a matter of 
spirit and intent which is followed by your body that has been prepared over and 
over to create subconscious movement. 

Similar to letting a punch return on its own without manual Hikite like  
Tobikomizuki, Maegeri has to return after extension (Hikiashi). On a lower level  
you should practice to pull the kick back and put energy in your heel, but later  
on you have to let the leg return by itself. The same goes for the extension and 
relaxation of Koshi. After the right hipbone is thrust forward and has fired  
Maegeri, you have to bring the hip back to square to restore your posture.  
Obviously at first you have to be mindful of dropping the right hipbone using 
the hip socket and later on this return should be part of the complete movement. 
This is called Kirimodoshi.

Finally you should jump forward and use the left arm to drop down across the 
centre line to control the opponent’s kamae or attack as you follow through with 
Uraken. This is an application of Meotode, dropping vertically as you move in. 
Dropping (Otoshi) of the arm should be done by Ude and Kata no nuki with 
emphasis on the trajectory and behaviour of the elbow. You have to bring the 
elbow inside as it drops and then let the back of your fist (Uraken) follow by 
chain action principle. 
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Pinan Yondan #3

Keypoints: 
The final movements of Pinan Yondan feature Jodan kake uke and Chudan  
otoshi uke. They are a good practice of Meotode while studying the use of the 
elbow in relation to its effectiveness of the utilisation of the centre of the body.

Explanation:
The movement of Kake (hook) uke is preceded by Hiza geri. Hence, you have to 
turn your body starting from that position. Over the years it has always been a 
debate whether to put your foot straight down on the ground or in a diagonal. 
Although you could make some kind of reason for each way, it is quite irrelevant 
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to me because what matters is the movement of the body. If you turn your body 
and execute Kake uke in one movement your right foot will simply follow your 
body movement and land in the way that is natural for your body. It is irrelevant 
whether that is the position of the final Mahanmi neko ashi dachi or not. If you 
open your body for Kake uke and your back foot adjusts without inertia out of 
Hiza no nuki with Chinshin from Seichusen it does not matter. 

As you turn your body more, prepare both arms by crossing them in front of 
your body emphasising the squeezing of your elbows. Be careful that your elbows  
do not move away from your body. In movement or application they might 
move away from your body more, but for Kata you should try to avoid this. The 
reason is that if you squeeze your elbows Kake uke becomes sharper and your 
movement will be more connected. It is like when you carry your groceries. You 
will always let a heavy bag hang besides your body, because that is where you are 
strongest. If you hold it in front of your stomach carrying it with two hands, you 
will tend to squeeze it against your body, because this is easier than holding it in 
front of you. These kinds of movements are natural and common, hence you are 
used to doing them. Naturally your body will look for the easiest way to do it. 

Kake uke is not an unnatural movement, but it is not a common movement 
either. Therefore, your body does not know what is the naturally strongest way. 
Somehow when it comes to Karate techniques people tend to forget the best 
way. When you get instructed to do Mawatte for the first time in the Dojo you  
probably did not even know how to turn around, but you turn around naturally 
every day. Anyway, the naturally strongest way is always near the centre of the 
body. The further away from your centre, the more difficult it becomes to control 
the connection. Therefore, execute Kake uke by squeezing the elbows. 

Although it is always ideal that there is no weight on the supporting leg during 
any transition, it is virtually impossible to keep the supporting leg from  
carrying weight since this transition takes relatively long. The characteristic  
of this movement also hardly allows it. Considering there is weight on the  
supporting to hold the body, apply Hiza no nuki as you apply Chinshin from 
Seichusen while executing Kake uke. Hiza no nuki will allow you to drop your 
body suddenly and maintain Kinto. Do not think about left Jodan uke and right 
Otoshi uke separating them. This is Meotode so they form a pair. Think in terms 
of checking Seichusen with your right hand following closely with controlling  
the opponent with your left hand. Kake uke is an open hand movement, which 
implies you take control over the opponent. It is simply easier to grab the  
opponent form Kake uke posture than a fist for example.
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Pinan Godan #1

Keypoints: 
This series from Pinan Godan allows you to study the dynamics of left-right 
combinations as well as controlling techniques after changing direction  
completely.

Explanation:
The first movement from Pinan Godan is a turn to the left entering Shomen neko 
ashi dachi. This movement is identical to the one from Pinan Sandan, although 
the second movement is Chudanzuki, which usually changes the dynamic  
for most Karateka. There is a tendency to think ahead of the next movement  
rendering the preceding one incomplete. The first movement should be  
completely Shomen, facing your body completely to the side. Your shoulders, 
hips, left knee and toes should all point the same direction. Usually people find it 
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easier to become Shomen during Pinan Sandan because it is just one movement.  
In this series it is a combination that has to be performed quite quickly. The 
pause between Jodan soto uke and Chudanzuki is relatively short. Although 
you should do the techniques in sequence, do not rush them. Complete each  
technique and place more emphasis on turning completely. 

To turn completely you have to cut the left hip socket. This has to do with  
relaxing certain muscles surrounding the hipbone, not with rotation. Well it may 
be a little bit due to rotation, but it is very difficult to turn completely if those 
muscles are tensed. Hence, the final point, which also helps to connect the upper 
and lower body, is to relax the muscles of the left hip socket that make the hip 
drop slightly and become straight in a natural manner. Because of this action, 
the position of the hip will cause of better internal alignment and management 
of Seichusen. Furthermore, when you get used to it, it also helps you to generate 
just that bit more power because it allows you to ‘block through’. You can test 
your ability using Pinan Sandan #1 Application #2. Ask the strongest person 
from your Dojo to take hold of you and do the movement. If you cannot break 
free or at least break his posture there is something missing. Of course it can 
depend on many things, but the dropping of the left hip may be the one holding 
you back from success.

As you are Shomen, it is difficult to create power 
from rotation. This movement therefore relies more 
on internal skill when it comes to a strong punch. 
Yokoyama sensei told and showed me that you have 
to squeeze the liver and kidneys. This is similar to 
squeezing Seichusen. Another phrase used, which 
I also learned from Yokoyama sensei, is Ten Chi 
Jin. According to Yokoyama sensei, in the old days 
the body would also be divided into three sections 
from left to right as pictured. Ten means Heaven and  
resembles the top part. The bottom part is called Chi, which means Earth.  
Between Heaven and Earth are the people, which is Jin. You need to  
compress the Jin area by dropping Ten, the upper portion of your stomach  
(or lower portion of the ribs), to collate the energy which you from there 
send through your arm to create real striking power from the inside.  
Literally squeezing the liver and kidney, like squeezing the toothpaste tube  
so that toothpaste is forced out, to create explosive speed and power.
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Pinan Godan #2

Keypoints: 
This movement contains a lot of technical details as well as strategies when it 
comes down to dealing with more than one opponent. The physical keypoints 
are the thrust of the right hipbone, the opening of the body (Kawasu) and the 
usage of the left hand.
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Explanation:
Imagine having an opponent in front of you as well as behind you. The best 
way to deal with them is to get them both in front of you and preferably both 
standing in front of each other. Use one opponent to shield yourself from the 
other. If that opportunity is impossible to create, your second best option is to 
get your opponents to the side of you. This movement teaches you how to open 
your body by Seichusen. Hence, do not turn, but open. Turning implies a slow 
movement. The movement has to be sharp and immediate. When opening your 
body (especially if you are turning your body), there is a tendency that, due to 
the rotation, you will lose the momentum. It will be very difficult to control the 
direction of the energy. Naturally, any initial explosion of movement creates a 
wave that leaves the point of origin. If you put a spin to the energy, or create 
the energy through a rotational action to begin with, the same thing starts to  
happen. The energy will move away from the source. This phenomenon is  
explained through the Fibonacci sequence and its different appearances are  
everywhere around you.

This movement is a matter of Junte which means that you have to thrust the 
energy forward even though your body rotates. If you simply rotate your body 
your energy will move away from your body and you will not be able to direct  
it. You need to open your body while thrusting forward from the inside.  
First you have to push your right hipbone forward in the direction of the punch 
to assist recruiting power from your core. Second is to create an anchor inside 
your body that stops the motion of your right upper body internally (right  
lower body and abdomen is controlled by right hipbone). Nukina sensei calls 
this creating a wall inside your body, having the rotational part of your body 
crash into the wall stopping the energy from moving in the wrong direction. 
Don’t forget you do Hiza no nuki and apply Chinshin from Seichusen as you 
maintain and create Kinto within the movement.

As you perform Urazuki, look to the left and simultaneously bring your left arm 
in front of the chest. In Kata, the arm doesn’t really do much apart from moving  
into position sharply. Formally it is not a block or punch, but of course it could 
be. The arm implies to protect the body, hence for application it could be  
nagashi or harai uke or simply covering the body (Kihon Kumite 7). This kind 
of application fits Wado very well, as Urazuki body movement is the basic of 
Nagashizuki. The Shomen to Mahanmi movement and the stance used implies 
to avoid with your body (Kawasu) while at the same time having proper position 
to counterattack simultaneously or immediately after Uke.
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Pinan Godan #3

Keypoints: 
This series introduces cutting the distance (Mikiri) and therefore uses Kokutsu 
dachi with Chinshin out of Seichusen to create a returning wave (Nami gaeshi).
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Explanation:
This series of Pinan Godan contains many important elements. The first  
movement requires you to change direction quickly. It is not a matter of turning  
around, it is a matter of opening the body sharply to place the opponents at 
your sides. Therefore, drop sharply into Kokutsu dachi as you open your  
upper body from Seichusen to apply Mikiri. Mikiri means cutting the distance. 
Lean back with your upper body to increase (cut) the distance and avoid an  
attack. Although you increase the distance, Mi (body) and Kiri (cut) clearly  
means cut with your body. I believe that the word Kiri is used to imply a sharp  
small movement, not a big slow movement. At the moment that you open your 
body and execute jodan uke and gedan barai, you need to keep looking and keep 
your vision (Metsuke) alive. Jodan uke is actually kamae but is executed with 
the same sharpness as gedan barai to maintain Kinto. Other styles often call this 
Manji uke due to the shape of the arms.

Continuously, pull your front foot back while you bring both arms towards 
each other. Focus on rising of Tanden (stand up) instead of the movement of 
your foot. Depending on your teacher or organisation, you need to stay in this  
postion for a short time while (arms might be still in previous position) for 
example to observe the opponent. Another method is to continuously flow 
into the next movement to make it one movement as pictured. When doing the  
transition you have to move forward with your body from Tanden, meaning 
that you have to push Koshi forward through Seichusen. As Tanden moves  
forward, finally you have to drop your body into Kokutsu dachi with Hiza no 
nuki applying Chinshin. In this case Chinshin is like crashing into a wall. After  
Tanden moves forward, Tanden has to suddenly stop moving forward and 
drop drastically. As you apply Chinshin out of Seichusen, lean back so that  
Seichusen becomes diagonal compared to ground level (instead of the usual  
vertical position). Hence, pull your head just out of range of the attack to cut 
the distance and get your foot close to the opponent. This allows you to gain an 
advantage over the opponent. 

The leaning Seichusen (still the central Seichusen, there is also a diagonal  
Seichusen that is diagonal as you stand straight, but that is not the one I am 
talking about) is a setup or you could say half of the returning wave principle  
(Nami gaeshi). In the Kata the returning of the wave is not shown, but  
hidden which is called Kakushi waza (hidden technique). Other terms that 
are used for this matter are Hiden waza (secret) or Ura waza (below surface).  
Check Application #2 to see this principle at work.
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Other recommended publications of the author

K. Sakagami 
&

N. Nukina 
6 Ido Kihon
5 Pinan gata

Kihon gumite 1-5 
5 Kihon gumite ohyo

5 Tanto dori

WADO NO MICHI

512 A4 page Wado Karate Book
50+ technical articles, 

70+ Kihon and applications
10 Ido Kihon, 

15 Kata & Kaisetsu & 64 Kumite 
all provided with in depth explanations

WADOKAI KARATE DVD #1

Ido Kihon & Renrakuwaza
This DVD contains one hour of quality  
footage, originally recorded at 1920p.  
Japanese terminology is thoroughly  
explained during intro which you can  
relate to during the rest of the DVD as you 
watch 10 Ido Kihon, 4 Keri Waza and 18 
Renrakuwaza. 

WADOKAI EXAMENEISEN

216 A4 page Wado Karate book 
Apart from details about the history of  
Karate, tying obi and folding Dogi  
instructions, this book contains a  
program with 13 Tsuki Waza, 13 Keri 
Waza, 10 Ippon Kumite, 10 Goshin 
Jutsu,  10 Renraku Waza (with partner)  
and 5 Pinan Kata, which have been 
specifically designed for children until 
twelve years old.
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Wadokai Holland Wado Course
The Wado courses are instructed by the author, A.J. van Dijk. Have a look at  
FEWkarate.com or Wadokai.nl and checkout videos containing  
summaries of seminars done by AJ sensei to get an impression of the content 
and quality of the sessions.  The three hour Wado Courses are always held 
Saturdays. Foreign visitors can stay over the whole weekend to enjoy Dojo  
training on Friday as well. 

Guest Instructors Sakagami, May, Nukina and Yokoyama sensei
Apart from our regular events WKNL organises the annual Wadokai Karate 
Summer Camp with guest instructors Sakagami, May and Nukina sensei. Both 
Sakagami and May sensei also instruct the three-day Wado Masters Courses 
that are held twice a year. Next to these top level Wado Instructors “Lightning 
Flash Hands” Yokoyama sensei is also a guest in Holland instructing at his  
Karate Masters Course twice a year. 

You can find out more about these instructors and the events at  
WadokaiOnline.com. If you would like to invite the author or his sensei to your 
Dojo, please e-mail AJ sensei at info@wadokai.nl for more information!

More Wado!
The Wado Info Section at WadokaiOnline.com has been setup to share  
information for free so that we can keep encouraging each other to practice hard 
and study deeply. Stuff that has been shared in the past through Facebook and 
other media will also be added to the website in time. At this point there are over 
40 articles online. We hope you enjoy the content which we will happily expand 
over time!
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Thanks to my sensei, closest friends and assistants for their huge support!
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Final message
To conclude,

I hope you have enjoyed reading “Kata applications and analysis”. I would be very 
pleased if this book would help you even the slightest bit with your studies to develop 
your Karate like other books and DVDs have assisted me in the past. It has been two 
years now since I published my first book “Wado No Michi” and I have received so many 
positive responses from people. I am really happy to hear that my efforts make others 
more enthusiastic to study and train. At the same time, it helps me collate the strength 
and willpower to work harder, write more books and shoot more videos. During each 
single project, I learn something myself as well. 

It is said that you cannot learn Karate from a book or DVD. Although performance wise 
and in the final analysis that may be true, a book or DVD 
can be very interesting, spike your enthusiasm and make 
you want to train more. Also, the content can make you 
think about things or sometimes even open your eyes. 
In the end, do Karate with your body and use books 
and videos as references or as entertainment. Love to 
practice, study and research. Find a healthy balance 
between Keiko and Renshu, get a clear image of your 
goals and do what needs to be done.

Please use this book as a reference to improve your 
knowlegde on the art of Wadoryu Karate, to 
motivate yourself to gain a deeper and more 
profound understanding and above all to 
progress through actual practice. 

Best regards,

A.J. van Dijk
General Secretary of FEW Federation European Wadokai
President & Chief Instructor of Wadokai Holland

Contact AJ sensei
www.wadokai.nl
info@wadokai.nl
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Kata applications and analysis is the fifth book written by A.J. van Dijk. 
Inspired by his Sensei K. Sakagami, P. May, N. Nukina and K. Yokoyama 
Sensei, he continues his in depth study of Karate, digging deeper into the 
Waza. The past couple of years AJ Sensei focused on Tanren, training his 
body to improve his internal skill. He used Kihon and Kata as a tool to 
improve the quality of his Seichusen and the development of internal muscles 
and organs. To connect the improvements to applications, AJ Sensei used the 
Kumite gata as taught by K. Sakagami and P. May Sensei and studied Meotode 
from K. Yokoyama Sensei. All of that training lead to a deeper understanding 
of the use of his body, as well as higher quality of the applications of Kata, 
Meotode in more depth and the actual execution. 

This book shows the improvements of his technical knowledge and physical 
ability and his vision of Kata movements and applications. To note, some of 
the applications are directly from either of his Sensei or born out of the result 
of their instruction. 

The 15 explanations of the selected keypoints of Pinan gata and the 60 
applications found in this book are a combination of AJ Sensei's own 
training, studies and preferences and the influence of his Sensei.

Kata applications and analysis 
A detailed guide of the keypoints of Pinan gata and its applications 




